Arizona Broadway Theatre
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Applications for all Production positions must include a Cover Letter, Resume, and 3 References. Please send all application information to Phil@azbroadway.org
No Phone Calls Please

For more information about our current and upcoming season, please visit our website at www.azbroadway.org

Audio Engineer
Arizona Broadway Theatre, located in Peoria AZ, seeks an experienced and motivated Audio Engineer. Candidate will have a BA with an emphasis in sound engineering and a minimum of 2 years theatrical sound engineering experience; advanced experience with the Yamaha M7CL Digital Mixing Console and Q-Lab show control software; be proficient in vocal and instrumental sound reinforcement and monitoring systems; sound design and effects creation is a plus. The Audio Engineer will work closely with other ABT production staff and creative team members to create and support productions of high quality and sustainability. This is a Full-Time position and the target start date for this position is Aug 1st, 2014.

Stage Manager
Arizona Broadway Theatre seeks experienced and motivated Non-AEA Seasonal Stage Managers. Candidate must be organized and hard-working, possess leadership qualities and the ability to work well under pressure. Prior experience as a Regional Stage Manager on musicals with a cast of 20-35 preferred. This is a Full-Time position and the target start date for this position is June 16th, 2014.

Costume Draper
Arizona Broadway Theatre seeks an experienced and motivated Cutter/Draper to fill an immediate opening in our costume shop. BA required, MFA preferred in technical theatre with an emphasis in costuming and 2+ years of costume shop experience as a Draper. Candidate must be organized and hard-working, possess leadership qualities and the ability to work well under pressure. Responsibilities include: patterning and cutting costumes, coordinating garment assembly, estimating yardage and labor needs for built costumes, conducting fittings and attending dress rehearsals; additional stitching, craftwork, and shop maintenance as needed. Applicant must be available for some evenings/weekends as required. The Cutter/Draper will work closely with the Costume Director, Creative Teams and other ABT production staff to create and support productions of high quality and sustainability. This is a Full-Time position and the target start date for this position is May 26th, 2014.

Scenic Charge Artist
Arizona Broadway Theatre seeks experienced and motivated Scenic Charge Artist. The Scenic Charge Artist performs the application of all painted and textural finishes on all scenic units and drops. The Scenic Charge Artist must be skilled in the use of paint sprayers (pneumatic, airless, hand pump) and their maintenance, be proficient in various painting methods (paint frame, deck) and materials (muslin, scrim etc.) needed to paint drops, stencil making and faux finishes. This is a Full-Time position and the target start date for this position is June 30th, 2014.
**Scenic Carpenter**
Arizona Broadway Theatre seeks an experienced and motivated Scenic Carpenter. Candidate must be organized and hard-working. Proficiency in both metal and lumber theatrical construction techniques and tools required.

**Stage Crew**
Arizona Broadway Theatre seeks experienced and motivated Stage Hands. Candidate must be organized, hard-working and available for the complete run of a production, typically a 4 – 5 week commitment. Proficiency in stagecraft; spot light operation and manual fly systems is a plus.